Motors Running

By Anna Von Reitz

Well, well, well! I have finally struck a nerve!
Who knew that the lobbyists had taken charge in DC? Who knew that the police are all
acting as Pinkerton Agents? ---aka, hired mercenaries operating under color of law?
I did. I thought everyone knew. But that has proven to be a mistake on my part in the
past, so I just thought I'd mention it in passing, and now this is creating a hullaballoo, too.
Apparently, my comment that we should call the Republicans the Capitalist Lobby and the
Democrats the Communist Lobby for clarity was the real knee-thumper yell-producer.
Rather than go all "Politically Correct" and apologetic, I will add that changing the names
and the understanding of people about which party is which, might also clarify things
better for the politicians themselves.
In recent years the Satanist Vermin among us have been pulling their old tricks of
infiltrating the ranks of the opposition and pretending to be their opposition.
Thus we have "RINOs" and "DINOs" --- people who are "Republicans in Name Only" and
"Democrats in Name Only" and while some of these individuals appear to be genuinely
confused or to honestly straddle traditional party lines, most of it is just Satanic horseplay to cause trouble and confusion and see how far they can get.
Renaming the political parties for what they truly are would bring attention to the fact
that no, we shouldn't have political lobbies running our government and if you are going
to join one, they really should make the effort to trim their gig lines and sell an honest
product.
Truth in advertising and all that.
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